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ABSTRACT
Single sided radiographic imaging would find great utility for medical, aerospace and security applications.
While coded apertures can be used to form such an image from backscattered X-rays they suffer from near
field limitations that introduce noise. Several theoretical studies have indicated that for an extended source
the images signal to noise ratio may be optimised by using a low open fraction (<0.5) mask. However, few
experimental results have been published for such low open fraction patterns and details of their formulation
are often unavailable or are ambiguous. In this paper we address this process for two types of low open fraction
mask, the dilute URA and the Singer set array. For the dilute URA the procedure for producing multiple
2D array patterns from given 1D binary sequences (Barker codes) is explained. Their point spread functions
are calculated and their imaging properties are critically reviewed. These results are then compared to those
from the Singer set and experimental exposures are presented for both type of pattern; their prospects for
near field imaging are discussed.
Keywords: Coded masks, coded apertures, lower open fraction, 3D printed, X-ray backscatter, dilute URA,
singer set.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of coded aperture or coded mask (CM) imaging dates back to the 1960s, and has been applied
to X-ray and γ-ray astronomy.1, 2 A variant of CMs called the Uniformly Redundant Array3 (URA) was
introduced in the 1970s, containing an autocorrelation function (ACF) with perfectly flat side-lobes. The
URA is commonly used in CM imaging due to it’s superior imaging properties, when compared to others.
The open fraction or mask/aperutre density4 (ρ) is the fraction of open elements within a mask array. Investigation into the relationship between the open fraction and a mask’s imaging properties can be traced
back as far as the 1970s, with Gunson & Polychronopulos5 who proposed that lower open fraction masks (i.e,
< 0.5) are optimally suited for imaging lower background scenes within the context of far-field astronomy.
The URA has a limited open fraction of 0.5, which is suited for imaging very low intensity sources6, 7 such as
faint stars. Simulations of SAX X-ray satellite wide field camera (SAX-WFC)7 observations of point sources
for three sets of data (galactic centre field, large magellanic cloud field and Crab nebular field) revealed
higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) on average at lower open fractions between 0.25 - 0.33, and also indicate
that the SNR was higher imaging faint sources with lower open fraction masks than those with higher open
fraction . However, when considering near-field backscattered X-rays, there is limited published research on
imaging with low open fraction coded masks. Nevertheless, research has been conducted for applications in
the medical industry by simulating images from coded masks of various open fractions. Simulated images
from the Modified Uniformly Redundant Array8 (MURA) were compared to low open fraction masks. This
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includes a No Two Holes Touching mask9 (NTHT) array of a MURA pattern with an open fraction of 0.125
and a ’New System’10 array with an open fraction 0.097. The results revealed that the 0.5 open fraction
MURA had the best SNR, shortly followed by the NTHT of the MURA pattern, and the ’New System’
array ranking significantly lower.11 Ideally, a URA with lower open fraction would be the optimum mask
for further research due to the shape of its ACF, but true low open fraction URAs are not known to exist
thus far.4, 7, 11, 12 In addition, the number of lower open fraction arrays with flexibility in its vector sizes are
limited, except the random array.12
The overall aim of this paper, is to investigate the imaging properties of lower open fraction CMs for use
with near-field backscattered X-rays. This is achieved by systematically obtaining exposures of a radioactive
241
Am source and an extended scene; using different types of coded masks. In addition, the mathematical
construction technique of each coded masks array is presented along with an example of the mask pattern.
Overall, this work could potentially enable a staring array backscatter X-ray concept to be realised with
greater flux or faster measuring times, when compared to a pinhole aperture imaging system.

2. CODED MASK ARRAYS
Four coded mask patterns were chosen based on their open fraction and their predicted imaging abilities.
A 19 MURA was selected as a standard for comparison due to its perfect autocorrelation properties, open
fraction of 0.5 and wide vector sizes. The second mask selected was a 13 dilute URA,13 which will be termed
DURA for the remainder of this paper. The DURA has near prefect autocorrelation properties, with a variety
of open fractions less than 0.5. Also, a 17 × 21 Singer set mask pattern was chosen, as this pattern has been
described to obtain the closest optimal SNR for all low open fraction masks.14 The final selected mask for
comparison was a 19 random array, which will be refereed to as RANDA for the remainder of this paper.
This was added to the list of comparison due to its flexibility with its vector size and range of open fractions.
All masks mentioned above were 3D printed and cast with a tungsten/epoxy mixture, and therefore retained
their true open fractions. Furthermore, all coded masks were compared to a lower open fraction version of
their original mask pattern constructed from solid tungsten alloy. To avoid confusion between a theoretical
and physical CM all theoretical CM patterns in digital form will be termed array patterns, whilst, physically
constructed CMs are refereed to as mask patterns.
Construction methods of 2D array patterns are set out below for the MURA, DURA, Singer set and RANDA.
An introduction into the mask properties are given along with calculating the point spread functioin (PSF) of
each array pattern (see Fig.1). The PSF in this case was calculated using the fast normalized cross correlation
function (see E.q.1) in MATLAB c ,15, 16 where R is the reconstructed image (in this case it is the PSF), D
representing the encoded image or array (in this case this is the mask array A), G is the decoding array, and
D̄ and Ḡ is the mean of D and G.
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Each array or mask pattern A with open and closed elements of 1 and 0 was cross correlated with the
decoding array pattern G using the balance correlation method,6 which follows the conditions in Eq.2.8

(
Gi,j =

1
η

)
if Ai,j = 1
if Ai,j = 0

where, η = −

ρ
1−ρ

(2)

However, the MURA’s decoding array was subject to slight modification as stated by Fenimore & Gottesman,8
which follows the condition in Eq.3
G1,1 = 1,

if A1,1 = 0

(3)

2.1 Modified Uniformly Redundant Arrays
MURAs are a direct extension of the URA family. Unlike twin prime (TP) URAs with vectors q and p
adhering to q − p = 2, MURAs follow the rule q − p = 0. Consequently, MURAs are perfectly square arrays
whose vectors can be any prime number. As a result, this increases the option of array sizes. MURAs are
created from the same binary sequence as TP URAs that share an open fraction of 0.5 and posses similar
ACF or PSF properties (see Fig.1). Centred MURAs can be symmetrical or non-symmetrical based on its
vector length (L) (see Eq.4), where L is a prime number.
(
L=

4m + 1

for symmetric

4m + 3

for non-symmetric

)
where, m = 1, 2, 3...

(4)
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The 1D binary sequence A = [Ai ]0 is then generated using the conditions in Eq.5, where modular arithmetic
determines each element in the sequence by placing replacing 1s where each element is a quadratic residue
of modulo L.


0
Ai = 1


0

if i = 0
if i is a quadratic residue modulo L

(5)

otherwise

An inverse 1D binary sequence A0 of A is then produced so that each 0 element becomes 1 and all original
elements with a value of 1 are changed to 0 (see Eq.6, and 7 for an example of an inverse 5 MURA 1D binary
sequence).
Ai = 1 1 0 0 1

(6)

A0i

(7)
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When creating a 2D array pattern, MURA vectors i and j both share the same 1D binary sequence A. That
is to say Ai = Aj and the final mask array template was mapped so that all rows starting with 1 were
replaced with Ai and rows beginning with 0 were replaced with A0i (see example in Fig.2a-c). Subsequently,
Ai,1 = 1 then A1,j = 0 (as demonstrated in Fig.2d) completes the final mask array. Furthermore, the mask
array was centred by right shifting and down shifting the rows and vectors of the array by half its vector
length, which was then rounded down to the nearest integer (see Fig.2e for an example).

2.2 Dilute Uniformly Redundant Arrays
The dilute URA or DURA is a low open fraction array that is derived from known Barker codes.13 The
DURA contains characteristics of URAs being uniformly redundant with a flat plateau for its PSF. However, DURAs are low open fraction arrays that has similar features in its PSF to the Non Redundant Array
(NRA)17 (see Fig.1 for PSF). The NRA’s PSF possesses a flat plateau with non flat side-lobes that are uniform and then oscillate beyond some distance.13, 18, 19 DURAs contain non flat side-lobes of its PSF which
can be removed according to Wild.13 For the remainder of this paper the term ’background noise’ will refer
to a non flat, non uniform plateau and side-lobes of a PSF. This is after all, unwanted signal.
Publications on dilute URAs, 2D example of arrays and their construction technique are rare. 1D binary
sequences for dilute URAs have been published with their lengths L and are described in Eq.8, where K is
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Figure 1: The calculated PSF of each coded mask.
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Figure 2: Figure 2a - c demonstrates the mapping process. Subsequently, the initial column and row was
replaced with 1s and 0s respectively in Figure 2d to complete the mask array. Element A1,1 was bold faced
in figure 2d to show where the MURA decoding array modification occurred (see Eq.3). Finally, Figure 2e
shows a centred MURA array after right shifting and down shifting each row and vector of the array.
the number of open elements. Known 1D binary sequences or codes exist for lengths 13,21,31,57 and 73,
with multiple binary options for some lengths.
L = K(K − 1) + 1

(8)

The adopted construction technique of 2D dilute URAs involved a mapping method similar to how the
MURA was created (see example in Fig.2a - c). Although the open fraction of a dilute URA’s 1D binary
sequence is low, using the mapping method with the original code would result in arrays with high open
fractions >0.5. To obtain lower open fractions <0.5, the initial 1D binary sequence was an inverse of the
original, as in Eq.6, and 7. Unlike the MURA, where the mapping process starts with the original 1D binary
sequence Ai in Fig.2a, this began with the inverse 1D sequence for a 2D DURA and the original sequence
followed as in Fig.2b. The 2D DURA mask array was then complete after the process similar to that in Fig.2c.

2.3 Random array
Random arrays are arrays with randomly spaced open elements. The side-lobes of its PSF contain no recognisable features and hidden by a non flat and non uniform plateau (see Fig.1 for an example PSF). Although
the random array contain inherent noise (i.e, background noise), it is still possible to extract images without
significant loss of quality. However, random array images will always have some degree of quality loss due to
inherent noise. Nonetheless, random arrays exceed in potential in other areas such as flexible open fraction.
The random array mask used in the experiments below were created in MATLAB c based upon the desired
open fraction.

2.4 Singer set
Singer set arrays are derived from cyclic different sets which have low open fraction and are predicted to have
optimum SNR.14, 20 Similar to the random array, singer sets have flexibility in its open fraction, however,
containing less background noise (see Fig.1 for an example PSF). A computer program ’cdsgen.exe’14 was
used to generate a pseudo-random sequence M0 (see Eq.9) as an output of a feedback shift register using
1/q, where q is the open fraction and N is the number of shifts.
M0 =

qN − 1
q−1

(9)

Singer set arrays are constructed from vectors m and n as described in Eq.10, where p is the pad value of
zeros or subtraction of elements to ensure m and n are co-prime. Background noise within the PSF is largely

1
0
0
0
1

independent of the amount of padding and always less than that of a random array.14 This step is critical
for the folding process which will be described later.
(
m×n=

M0

if m|M0

M0 + p

if m - M0

)
where, p is the ± pad value.

(10)

All element values > 0 in M0 were set to 0 while the original zero values were changed to 1. This process
created a binary array of 1s and 0s for both open and closed elements. The sequence M0 is then folded
according to the vector size similar to the example M in in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: (Left) The above shows an example of a 1D sequence M folded into a (right) 2D array. Note,
the above is just for demonstration purposes and in reality, the 2D array would be co-prime with binary
elements.

2.5 No Two Holes Touching
All of the masks mentioned above naturally incorporate a structure that is not self-supporting. As a result,
constructing a physical mask can be difficult. According to Fenimore and Cannon,9 NTHTs are versions of a
mask array with blank or closed elements placed in between each row and column of the original mask array
so that no two holes or open elements are ever touching. The addition of these closed elements reduce the
open fraction of the original mask which can be described in Eq.11 for NTHTs with circular apertures. φN is
the number of mask elements, r is the radius of the apertures and CMA is the mask area. NTHTs have the
advantage of supporting the structure of a mask, however, at the expense of introducing background noise
into the final image (see Fig.1 for examples of a PSF).
ρN T HT =

φN πr2
CMA

(11)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the CMs, experiments were done using an 241 Am radioactive source to determine the PSF and
X-ray backscatter off two test objects using a 800 W VJT c X-ray source21 operating at 100 kV, 5 mA. An
X-ray sensitive Photonic Science c iCCD camera22 was used to detect backscattered X-rays with a square
active region of 80 × 80 mm (see Fig.4 for setup). Both objects and radioactive source were centred within
the detector’s field of view (FOV), with the radioactive source placed at a distance of 1 m from the mask
and 1.5 m for the backscattered objects. The distance from the mask to the focal plane of the detector was
set to 111 mm for the backscattered objects and 141 mm for the radioactive source. The test objects were
a quadrant of three blocks and a cylinder, and a pair of scissors placed in front of a parrafin wax block (see
Fig.5). Two types of masks were used for the experiments; a NTHT Wolfmet HA 19023 tungsten alloy version
of the original mask pattern and a 3D printed polyactic acid (PLA) mould filled with tungsten powder and
epoxy resin24 (see Fig.5). All masks were 2 mm thick for its X-ray attenuating material and mosaicked 2 × 2
minus one row and one column to reduce the effects of partially coded field of view (PCFOV)8, 19, 25, 26 (see
Table 1 for details on the CMs used). When constructing the coded mask, care was taken so that the mask
unit pattern was smaller than the detector’s active region (as a result this governed the choice of vector sizes
for each mask). This would then ensure that the shadow of the CM’s unit pattern projected a full cycle
within the detector’s active region (see Table 1 for detailed mask parameters). It is important to note that

the open fraction of the MURA NTHT was slightly lower than the other masks. This was because it had
been fabricated with a spacing of 3.21 mm for an earlier set of experiments. Those for the other NTHT
masks were made with a slightly smaller spacing of 2.67 mm.

Figure 4: Photonic Science c X-ray camera with a VJT c X-ray source beside it.
Table 1: Parameters for the coded mask used in the experiment below.

Mask type

MURA
DURA
RANDA
Singer set
MURA NTHT
DURA NTHT
RANDA NTHT
Singer set NTHT

Vector size

Unit pattern
(mm)

Pattern Size
(mm)

Open fraction

No. of holes

19 × 19
13 × 13
19 × 19
17 × 21
37 × 37
25 × 25
37 × 37
33 × 41

38 × 38
26 × 26
38 × 38
34 × 42
60 × 60
34 × 34
50 × 50
45 × 55

74 × 74
50 × 50
74 × 74
66 × 82
117 × 117
66 × 66
98 × 98
87 × 109

0.50
0.43
0.33
0.33
0.16
0.18
0.14
0.15

684
252
440
464

3.1 Decoding Process
The process of encoding an image D can be described in Eq.12, where O is the source or object, A is the
coded mask array, ⊗ is the correlation operator and N is the addition of noise. Each encoded array or
exposure was cropped in the centre to match only the projected shadow of the masks unit pattern (see Fig.6
for an example). It was found that cropping out the mosaic from D was essential for removing artefacts
introduced by the mosaic and correlation process.25

D = (O ⊗ A) + N

(12)

As the source/object in the experiments were subject to near field magnification (Nm ), the projected unit
pattern shadow was larger. Therefore, Eq.13 was used to scale G so that the unit pattern from both D and

(a) Quadrant

(b) Scissors

(c) NTHT HA 190

(d) 3D printed CM

Figure 5: (a) shows a quadrant and (b) pair of scissors in front of a wax block. An example tungsten NTHT
and 3D printed mask are revealed in (c) and (d).
G were the same size, where a is the source/object to mask distance and b is the distance between the mask
and the focal plane of the detector.
Nm =

a+b
b

(13)

For cross correlation to occur, either D or G must be larger than the other. A and G share the same array
pattern with the exception of conditions in Eq.2 being applied for G’s open and closed elements. Both arrays
were mosaicked, thus, were larger than the cropped unit pattern of D. With the size compliance of both
arrays, final reconstructed images and PSF were correlated using Eq.1 with no further image enhancement
(result are presented later on in the paper). Each reconstructed radioactive source image comprised of a
single 300 s exposure with the coded mask in its normal orientation. All reconstructed backscattered images
contained two 5 s exposures; one with the mask in its normal orientation and another with the mask rotated
90 degrees to remove unwanted artefacts that travel with the mask’s rotation.27 Ultimately, both decoded
exposures were summed with a total exposure time of 10 s. The exposures presented in this paper were
automatically reconstructed in MATLAB c with a total processing time of less than 1 s on a standard laptop
computer. The process included all cropping, scaling, cross correlation and summations.

Figure 6: Source or object O and the coded mask A. D shows a cropped projection of the coded mask unit
pattern onto the detector’s active region. G is the decoding array pattern along with the reconstructed image
R.

4. RESULTS
The image resolving abilities were found for each coded mask array by taking a single 1D slice of the central
region of the PSF determined from the 241 Am exposure, then finding the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
between the pixel intensity of 0 and the max value. This took place in both the X and Y direction of the
array, which was then averaged. In addition, the SNR (see Eq.14) of each mask was found by calculating
the mean signal (µS ) of the PSF and the standard deviation of the remaining side lobes and plateau (σN )
(Table 2). The theoretical PSF for each mask are compared to the images of 241 Am in Fig.7 8. Backscattered
exposures were also taken of objects in Fig.5a and b and are shown in Fig.9 and 10. The central signal in the
radioactive exposures appear broader than its calculated counterpart. This is because the radioactive source
was not a true point source and was shaped like a toroid with a size of approximately 2 cm in diameter.
SNR =

µS
σN

(14)
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Figure 7: (Left) theoretical PSF of the array pattern. (Right) experimental decoded images of the
radioactive source.
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Figure 8: (Left) theoretical PSF of the NTHT array pattern. (Right) experimental decoded images of the
241
Am radioactive source.
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Figure 9: Experimental backscattered X-ray images of the quadrant in Fig.5 was taken with each mask. All
images were a sum of 2 × 5 s exposures with the coded mask in the correct orientation and then rotated 90
degrees.
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Figure 10: Experimental backscattered X-ray images of a pair of scissors in front of a wax block in Fig.5
was taken with each coded mask. All images were a sum of 2 × 5 s exposures with the mask in the correct
orientation and then rotated 90 degrees.

Table 2: FWHM and SNR of the

MASK ARRAY PATTERNS

241

Am exposures and PSF for each array and mask pattern.

FWHM
(pixels)

µS

σN

SNR

THEORETICAL PSF FOR THE ARRAY PATTERN

21
21
22
21

MURA
DURA
Random array
Singer set

66.850
70.353
71.507
71.594

0
3.465
4.849
3.968

N/A
20.304
14.747
18.043

THEORETICAL PSF FOR THE NTHT ARRAY PATTERN

28
27
28
28

MURA
DURA
Random array
Singer set

241

1.339
2.595
2.737
2.663

25.957
16.171
8.588
15.956

Am EXPOSURES WITH 3D PRINTED MASKS

30
28
28
28

MURA
DURA
Random array
Singer set

241

MURA
DURA
Random array
Singer set

34.757
41.964
23.506
42.490

119.616
133.062
152.245
135.957

3.209
9.995
12.135
10.649

37.275
13.313
12.546
12.767

Am EXPOSURES WITH NTHT MASKS

36
30
31
31

129.206
132.266
143.406
131.420

3.932
7.327
10.432
8.909

32.860
18.052
13.747
14.751

5. DISCUSSION
The imaging capabilities of a coded mask array can be revealed by calculating its PSF. The optimum PSF for
an imaging system would comprise a sharp central peak with uniformly flat side-lobes and plateau. MURAs
posses such qualities in a theoretical world, as their PSF contain pure signal (see Fig.1 and Table 2 for
examples). The PSF of a DURA is similar to MURA with a uniformly flat plateau. However, it consists of
non flat side-lobes that introduce artefacts into the image (see Fig.1, Fig.7 and Table 2 for examples), which
is not ideal for imaging. Nevertheless, the DURA has the highest SNR when compared to the other low open
fraction masks and it has been theorised that such artefacts can be removed. Consequently, the removal of
these artefacts would increase the DURA’s status as an ideal imaging mask. The DURA has flexibility in its
open fraction which is an advantage over the MURA. When analysing the PSF and imaging properties of the
random array, noise is introduced into the image from its non flat, non uniform plateau. The same is true
for the Singer set’s PSF, however, embodying a slightly smoother plateau than that of the random array’s.
The slight advantage of the Singer set over the random array is evident in the SNR where the Singer set
exceeds that of the random array’s. The random array possessed the lowest SNR of all lower open fraction
masks above (see Fig.1, Fig.8 and Table 2 for examples).
NTHT versions the original the array pattern are lower in open fraction due to the addition of closed elements. Consequently, NTHTs accommodates a self supporting structure for a fabricated mask, while the
SNR, conversely, is reduced. The reason for the reduction in SNR is because NTHTs contain artefacts from
its side-lobes of its PSF, with the addition of an non-uniform plateau. Evidently, examples can be seen with
the MURA pattern and its NTHT version, where the uniformly flat side lobes and plateau are eliminated in
the NTHT array. The SNR for the NTHT versions of the array patterns above rank as follow with the highest
SNR first; MURA, DURA, Singer set and the random array having the worst results (see Fig.1, Fig.7 and
Table 2 for examples). Calculating SNR involved cropping the central signal of the PSF and 241 Am source
exposure in ImageJ c .28 However, it must be made clear that there is a degree of uncertainty in the cropping
process, as it was performed by eye. This maybe supported by the fact that theoretical SNR values for both
NTHTs of the DURA and RANDA were slightly lower than the experimental values, which was not expected.
Exposures were taken of an 241 Am source using physically constructed coded masks. A visual comparison
of the array pattern PSF and 241 Am source images revealed similarities. Nevertheless, the addition of noise
N (see Eq.12) from X-ray scatter and photon noise, at the very least, it is clear in the 241 Am source images.
SNR for the 241 Am source exposures that were captured with both the 3D printed and NTHT masks confirm
results from earlier, with the MURA performing the best, followed by the DURA, Singer set and random
array performing last. It must be emphasised that the MURA NTHT mask’s hole spacing was slightly larger,
which lowers the open fraction and may impact its SNR (see Fig.7, Fig.8 and Table 2). In confirming the
results for each mask, backscattered exposures of the quadrant and pair of scissors appear congruous to SNR
presented earlier. The signal from objects with the backscattered images appear stronger, with the overall
image being less ’washed out’ for the MURA exposures. This was then followed by the DURA, Singer set
and then the random array (see Fig.9, Fig.10 and Table 2 for examples). It must be noted that, low activity
of the source meant it had to be located closer to the camera than the X-ray backscatter object. The X-ray
backscatter object was placed further back so that the scene could fit within the imaging systems FOV. A
direct comparison with both the object and source having the same distance to the mask and similar aperture
to detector distance would have meant performing the whole experiment again. .
In theory, larger array patterns have higher resolving capabilities. Limited by the detector’s active region,
the chosen vector size of each array was close to 19 elements so that when scaled, a full cycle of the unit
array pattern was projected onto the detector. An exception was made for the DURA, as the 13 vector
array produced the most desirable imaging properties. In addition, all arrays were scaled so that the smallest
element of the array pattern was similar in size, and a comparison of the resolving capabilities of each mask
was compared. By measuring the FWHM of each PSF it was found that the results for all array patterns were
rather comparable with values varying by ± 1-2 pixels, except for the MURA NTHT experimental exposures,

which had a slightly higher FWHM of 5-6 pixel. It is not clear why the results were higher, nonetheless, the
effects are almost negligible on this scale.
There was great difficulty in visually comparing the FWHM results to the actual exposures presented earlier,
as judging the image resolution by eye may vary one’s point of view. Be that as it may, some features of
the objects in the backscattered images were not represented entirely correctly. For example, the quadrant
shows two square blocks in the upper right and lower left, when the one in the lower left corner should be
circular (see Fig.9). The cause of this is not known and was introduced in the reconstruction process.

6. CONCLUSION
Overall results from SNR of the theoretical mask and NTHT version, along with the experimental exposures
using the 3D printed mask and tungsten NTHT revealed a consistent trend. When analysing the SNR from all
four coded mask patterns, images from the 0.5 open fraction MURA outperformed those from all lower open
fraction CMs. This was followed by the DURA, Singer set and random array which produces the lowest SNR.
Consequently, results from the DURA yielded the best SNR followed by the Singer set when comparing all
lower open fraction CMs used in the experiment. This was confirmed for all four experiments comparing the
theoretical arrays and their NTHT patterns, along with the physical coded mask and tungsten heavy NTHTs.
The FWHM was measured for each mask’s PSF and 241 Am source exposures. The results were rather comparable which was expected, due to all smallest element of each array or CM having the same size. However,
it was found that the FWHM for the experimental MURA NTHT was slightly higher than all others. The
difference in value, nonetheless, was relatively small and can be considered to be negligible.
Overall, in terms of SNR, when analysing the prospect of a MURA, DURA, Singer set and RANDA CM,
the MURA possessed the best imaging properties for near-field imaging. For lower open fraction masks the
DURA yielded the highest SNR followed by the Singer set. The uniformly flat plateau was a major factor
that increased the SNR with the DURA mask. If the non flat side-lobes can be removed as suggested in
Wild,13 then the DURA would posses imaging qualities equal to that of the MURA.
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